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HYUNDAI GENERATOR
DYNAMIC 5,8KW SINGLE-

PHASE STAGE 5 
        

   

Product price:  

614,67 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

Hyundai Dynamic Generator 5.8kW Single-phase Stage 5 

Hyundai Dynamic Generator 5.8kW Single-phase Stage5: reliability for your needs

The Hyundai Dynamic 5.8kW Single Phase Stage 5 is a versatile and powerful model,

ideal for providing power in a variety of situations. With a maximum output of 5.8kW and a
continuous output of 3.0 kW,

this generator is perfect for powering tools, household appliances and lights during emergencies,

DIY work or outdoor activities.

Hyundai Dynamic Generator Key features:

Hyundai 212 cc 4-stroke petrol engine: powerful, reliable and complies with Stage 5 emissions
regulations.

Manual recoil start: simple and safe.

AVR voltage stabiliser: guarantees a stable and precise voltage output, protecting connected
devices from voltage fluctuations.

Dual 16A sockets: for connecting several devices at the same time.

Overload indicator and low oil level indicator: for safe and reliable use.

Analogue voltmeter: for monitoring the output voltage.
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12V socket: for charging batteries and powering low-voltage devices.

Reinforced anti-corrosion frame with wheels: for easy transport and longer life.

Hyundai Dynamic Generator Advantages:

Powerful and versatile: suitable for various applications.

Reliable and safe: with manual start system and integrated guards.

Easy to use and transport: thanks to wheeled chassis.

Durable: with anti-corrosion frame

 and alternator with copper winding.

When darkness falls or the grid fails, don't panic. The Hyundai Dynamic 5.8kW

Stage 5 single-phase is your faithful ally, ready to unleash unstoppable power to performance
your needs.

Technical Specifications Hyundai Dynamic 5.8kW Single-phase Stage 5 Generator:

Maximum Single-phase performance: 5.8 KW
Single-phase continuous performance: 5.5 KW
Fuel: Petrol
Voltage: 230 V
Frequency: 50 HZ
Starter: Manual recoil
socket: 12 V
Autonomy 50% of load: 8h
sockets: 1X6A - 1X32A
Dimensions: 610x480x510 mm
Net weight: 76 Kg
Gross weight: 78 Kg
AVR
Displacement: 389 cc
ower: 13 HP
Noise level at 7 m: 76 dBA

If you are looking for a product with similar characteristics to HYUNDAI GENERATOR DYNAMIC
click HERE.

Images and technical data are purely indicative.
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Product features:  

Phase: Single phase
Maximum power single phase (KW): 5.8
Continuous power single phase (KW): 5.5
Fuel: Gasoline
Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Sockets configuration: 1X6A - 1X32A
Emissions Regulations: Stage 5
Starting system: Manual recoil
Engine capacity (cm³): 389
Weight (Kg): 76
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